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Data & AI Services

Envision Proof of Concept [MVP]

We established our Data & AI practice in 2014. As an Azure Expert Microsoft Service 

Provider (MSP) we use a full stack approach, with expertise in every facet of cloud 

transformation. Work with our team of solutions specialists, architects and data scientists 

to understand and unlock the business value of data.

Collaborate with Crayon data scientists that specialize in Data & AI solutions. Together we 

will analyze use case scenarios to identify challenges your business faces, and how a data 

platform integration can address them. Within seven business days you will have 

recommendations and an action plan with next steps for implementation.
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PoC/Minimum Viable Product  

[MVP] Process 
Review agreed upon use case priorities 

from the workshop.

Scope preliminary high-level design and 

MVP size against finalized use case 

roadmap.  

Define core KPIs that will be measured as 

part of an MVP 

Prepare a summary of costs and benefits 

based on scope, tied to the core KPIs 

Deliver and defend customer proposal with 

total cost/benefit analysis 
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By 2025, the 10% of enterprises that establish AI engineering best practices will generate 

at least three times more value from their AI efforts than the 90% of enterprises that do 

not.

Source Gartner
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We help clients optimize and innovate with software, 

cloud, data and AI. Our team has deep expertise, 

with over 100 data scientists, each averaging 10 

years of experience. Our services can help with a 

cloud migration, innovate through Azure, and improve 

the user experience with Modern Work and Teams 

solutions, all while keeping your data secure.

At the end of every PoC [MVP] 

engagement, you will have:

▪ Deliver Minimum Viable Product

▪ Deliver and defend customer proposal 

with total cost/benefit analysis 

Deliverables

Crayon empowers companies through 

technology to modernize and optimize the 

way business challenges are solved.

▪ Average: 30-days from kick-off call.

Timeframe
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